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Nosetouch Press Pays Tribute to Classic Weird Fiction with The Thing in Yellow

[Pittsburgh] Nosetouch Press continues to expand its footprint in the world of indie speculative fiction with the weird 
fiction/cosmic horror short story collection, The Thing in Yellow, by D.T. Neal, to be released February 28, 2023.

Written in homage to the Robert W. Chambers classic short story collection, The King in Yellow, which has remained 
heavily influential across the realm of weird fiction since its publication in 1895, The Thing in Yellow offers thirteen 
original short stories that were written as explorations of the Yellow King mythos.

“I’ve long been fascinated by The King in Yellow. I was particularly happy to see when hints of it were referenced in 
the first season of TRUE DETECTIVE, which really made that season great,” said D.T. Neal. “The Thing in Yellow 
is my own desire to honor the Chambers original as well as play with the themes and motifs of it for a 21st century 
audience. Each of the thirteen interwoven short stories was a pleasure to write, and I savored toying with the cosmic 
horror inherent in the concept of the King in Yellow, Carcosa, all of it.”

“We’re very excited to get this stellar short story collection out to readers,” said Christine Scott, creative director and 
co-publisher at Nosetouch Press. “These short stories offer vividly imagined supernatural strangeness that both pay 
respect to The King in Yellow as well as take the ideas into newer places that might appeal to modern fans of weird 
fiction.”

Nosetouch Press is an independent book publisher tandemly based in Chicago and Pittsburgh, with a commitment to 
bringing classical book design and excellent fiction to readers everywhere.

The Thing in Yellow will be available on February 28, in paperback and ebook formats.
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